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ABSTRACT

The electron diffraction pattern for two-slits with magnetic flux confined to an inacces-
sible region between them is calculated. The Aharonov-Bohm effect gives a diffraction
pattern which is asymmetric but with a symmetric envelope. In general, both expected
displacement and kinetir momentum of the electron are nonzero as a consequence of the
asymmetry. Nevertheless Ehrenfest's theorems and the conservation of momentum are
satisfied.
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1 Introduction
Over thirty years ago Aharonov and Bohni (AD) [1] showed that in quantum mechanics
the vector potential plays a role very different from classical physics. In classical electro-
dynamics the vector potential is only a mathematical tool to solve Maxwell's equations.
However, quantum mechanics is a Hamiltonian theory, where the vector potential plays an
essential role in order to have a local interaction between the electron and the field. The
vector potential changes the phase of the wave function of an electron in a region free of
electric and magnetic fields [2].

For a two-slit diffraction experiment with magnetic flux confined to an inaccessible
region between the two slits, the vector potential gives a relative phase difference between
the amplitudes for the electron to pass through each slit. This relative phase, which
depends on the flux enclosed, causes a shift in the two-slit diffraction pattern within the
unshifted envelope. The diffraction pattern is asymmetric in general, except for certain
values of the flux. If more electrons were scattered to the right, for example, than to the
left, how can this asymmetry be explained? Since the magnetic field of the solenoid between
the slits is completely shielded, there is no Lorentz force acting on the electron. Therefore,
there appears to be a violation of Ehrenfrst's theorem. The commonly accepted point of
view is that even though the diffraction pattern is asymmetric, the average displacement
of the electrons and consequently their average kinetic momentum is zero [3], [4], [5].

A previous calculation [6] of the diffraction pattern using slits with a Gaussian trans-
mission showed that for nonzero flux in general there were more electrons scattered in one
direction than the other. The expected value of the displacement and kinetic momentum
along the observation screen were likewise nonzero. Some workers [4], [õ] have claimed that
this calculation violates Ehrenfest's theorem and the conservation of momentum, because
the assumption of Gaussian slits is unrealistic. In principle, however, there is nothing to
prevent such slits from being prepared, although it would be difficult in practice. Accord-
ing to Olariu and Popescu [5], if a "realistic" calculation were made using rectangular slits,
the AB diffraction pattern would be asymmetric, but with the expected displacement and
kinetic momentum for the electron equal to zero in order to satisfy Ehrenfest's theorem

[4], [5].
In this paper we show that for rectangular slits the AB diffraction pattern is indeed

asymmetric, with more electrons scattered in one direction than the other. Moreover,
the expectation values of the displacement and momentum along the observation screen
are nonzero. These results are not in conflict with Ehrenfest's theorem or momentum
conservation, however. When an electron passes through either slit there is a force which
acts on it at the slit edges. When magnetic liux is present, the problem no longer has
reflectional symmetry, since the magnetic flux perpendicular to the plane can be either
positive or negative. The geometry of the experiment is asymmetric, and therefore the
diffraction pattern is also. More electrons can, indeed, be scattered in one direction than
the other. The conservation of momentum is not violated because the screen with the slits
is extremely massive and recoils without essentially changing its position. Each electron
which passes through the slits is scattered either to the right or to the left. For each event,
the screen with the slits recoils cither to the left or to the right, respectively, to conserve



momentum. Without magnetic flux the expected momentum, and therefore displacement,
of the electrons along the screen is zero. With magnetic flux the expected momentum, and
therefore the displacement, is nonzero. Therefore, the expected recoil momentum of the
screen with the slits is equal and opposite.

In Sec. 2 the diffraction pattern is derivai for rectangular slits from the Feynman
integral technique. The asymmetry of the diffraction pattern and the expectation value
of the displacement are calculated in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 the problem is discussed from the
standpoint of Ehrenfest's theorem. The conclusion is given in Sec. 5.

2 Diffraction patterns
In this section we derive the single-slit wave function from the Feynman path integral [6],
[7], [S] approach to quantum meclianics. The principle of superposition is used to obtain
the two-slit wave function. The diffraction pattern is proportional to the absolute value
squared of the wave function.

2.1 Single-slit diffraction pattern
In the model considered here [6] the motion in the y-direction perpendicular to the screens is
classical, while the motion in the z-direction parallel to the screens is quantum mechanical.
When the Feynman propagators are used, the wave function at the observation screen can
be calculated from the given initial wave function. Fur the single-slit geometry shown in
Fig. 1, the wave function at the observation screen is

. )# - (z . ) . (1)

The transmission function for the single slit of width 26 whose center is at x0 is

G lx^-
ii\x>-xo\<b.

The initial wave packet at \j — ya and at time fB is taken to be a normalized Gaussian

where a is a parameter which determines the width of the Gaussian. Instead of 4»o, Shapiro
and Henneberger |8] chose a delta function, which is not normalizable. The free propagator
Kv(xc,2t>) is denned as

where w is the mass of the particle, // i.s Planck'» constiint /< divided by 2K, and the time
variables in A'°(xc,x») are suppressed. A similar formula gives A'°(ft,x0). In Eq. (1) the
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Figure 1: The geometry of the single-slit diffraction experiment. The slit at yb has a width
24 and is centered at xt = i 0 . The distances 1 = ye - »* = *»(** - U) and / = y» - y. =
v(f* - f«), where v is the velocity in the y-direction, perpendicular to the screens, and fe,
tk, te are the times corresponding to the screens at y.,y»,yc.

particle freely propagates from ya, i . at time tu to the screen yt, x t at time U, goes through
the slit, and propagates freely to the observation screen yc, xt at time lc.

When Eqs. (2)-(4) are substituted into Eq. (1} the integrals can be performed and the
result is

= -i ( y ) ' [2(F - )(F2

The function F is defined as

F =
oA(I

(5)

(6)

where / = ŷ  - yo is the distance in the «/-direction from the source to the screen with the
slits, and L = yc — y* is the distance in the y-direction from the screen with the slits to
the observation screen, as shown in Fig. 1. The de Broglie wavelength of the electron is
X ~ h/mv, where v is the velocity of the particle in the y-direction. The complex Fresnei
integral Ei(z) is defined as

£ fy (7)

(8)

The arguments of the complex Fresnei integral in Eq. (5) are
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Figure 2: A plot of the single-slit diffraction pattern, which is proportional to |$+(x c) |3

(see Eq. (5)). The parameters chosen are / = 10m, L — lm, a = 10m"2, x0 = 0.5m,
b = 1.0 x 10"*m, and A = 1.74 x 10~*m.

where

(9)

(10)

and

0 = 1+ —

A plot of the diffraction pattern from a single slit of width 2b with its center at x» =
which is proportional to |4*^.(xc)|

2, is given in Fig. 2.

2.2 Two-slit diffraction pattern
The two-slit diffraction pattern for the geometry in Fig. 3 is obtained from the principle
of superposition. In the absence of magnetic flux the wave function ti'(Zc) (uimormaltzed)
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Figure 3: The geometry of the two-slit diffraction experiment. Magnetic flux • is present
in a shielded soleuoid at x» = 0. The slits of width 2b are centered at ±x0, and are
separated by a distance d = 2x0- The distances I and / are defined in Fig. 1.

at the observation screen can be written as

•-(*,), (12)

where $+(xc) is the electron wave function corresponding to the slit at x0 given in Eq.
(1) and ¥_(xc) is the electron wave function corresponding to the slit at -x0. The wave
function *_(xe) is given by *+(xe) with x0 changed to -x 0 . From Eq. (1) we see that
*_(xe) = *+(-x e) , since G_(xt) = G+(-xk).

If magnetic flux • is present in an inaccessible region between the two slits, the wave
function at the observation screen for the amplitude through the slit at ±x0 is

(13)*'±(xc) = exp{«£

where q < 0 is the charge of the electron, Ã is the vector potential, and C+(C.) is the
path which goes from y.,x. through the slit at +xo(-xo) to ye,xt. From the principle of
superposition the total wave function at the observation screen is

where the flux parameter
between the two slits is

lxt)}, (14)

= f/*//ic. By Stokes'» theorem the magnetic flux * enclosed

* = / B dn = I .4 dft (15)

b
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Figure 4: A plot of the two-slit diffraction pattern, which is proportional to |4r'(z£)|J in
Eq. (16). The parameters chosen are / - 10m, L = lm, o = 10m"2, x0 = 3.0 x 10"*m,
6 = 1.0 x 10-*mt and A = 1.74 x 10-*m.

where do is an element of area of the surface 5 which has C as its boundary. The path
C = C+ - C_, which encloses the flux, goes from the origin at xa,ya through the slit at
"t-'oiiffc t° (he observation screen at xt,yc, and returns through the slit at -xo.y* to the
origin.

Tn the presence of magnetic flux the two-*Iit diffraction pattern on the observation
screen at ye is

f 2 I ie)*.íz í). (16)

A plot of the diffraction pattern in Eq. (16) is given in Fig. 4.



3 Expectation values
The wave function obtained in Sec. 2 for the two-slit geometry with nonzero magnetic
flux between the slits is used here to calculate expectation values of observabks. The first
quantity calculated is the asymmetry factor, which is a measure of the relative number of
particles scattered to the right-hand side as compared to the" left. The second quantity
calculated is the average displacement along the observation screen.

3.1 Asymmetry parameter
The asymmetry parameter r is defined as

where AR(AL) is the area of the diffraction pattern to the right (left) of the origin. Equation
(17) can be considered as the expectation value of e(xc) = 1 for xe > 0 and - 1 for xf < 0,
with respect to the wave function • ' in Eq. (14).

With magnetic flux between tlie slits the ana to the riglit of the origin for the two-slit
diffraction pattern is

AR = j[
f )|2 + \*-{*c)\2

xe)#.(xe)}. (18)

The area to the left is

AL « jrixt{|*+(ie)|a+|«_(xf i)|' + 2co5^i2e*;(xc)*-(xe)

-2WJro*;(xc)*_(xc)}, (19)

where we have used *_(x t) = *+{~x c) .
The asymmetry factor in Eq. (17) can therefore be rewritten as

tUHTlÓ
r = 77w- (20)

where the constants a and -y are deBiunl sa

a = 2 ] d i t In,*\U,.)<lr_is,)f < *+ |*+ > (21)

dxe /? e*;(x c)*_(i e) / < * + | * + > . (22)

For / s 10m, I = lm, a = lOrn'1, x0 = 3 x lO-9m, b = 1.0 x 10~9m, and A «
1.74 x 10-»m the value of a = 0.2G22 and f = 3.76 x 10"». For $ = w/2 the value of
r - 0.2622. From Eq. (20) we see that r is positive for 0 < 4> < * and more particles are
diffracted to the right than to the left.



3.2 Expected displacement
Even though the diffraction pattern in Fig. 4 shows an asynuuetry, several workers [3) [4]
[5] claim tliat the expected displacement in the x^-direction is still zero for all *. In this
subsection we show that the expected displacement is in general nonzero.

The expected displacement in the indirection is

< Z€ > = < *Vr|* ' > / < * ' l * ' > • (23)
for the wave faction • ' in Eq. (14). When Eq. (14) is substituted into Eq. (33) and the
result is simplified, we obtain

where
c = 2 fdxt xc Jm*;(xc)*_(xc)/ < •+!•+ > (25)

and 7 is given in Eq. (22).
For Í - 10m, I s lm, a = 10m~s, x0 = 3.0 x lQr+mt b = 1.0 x 10'*m, and X = 1.74 x

lO^m, the value of e - 6.424 x \Q-4m. For ̂  = */2 the value of < ze > = 6.424 x lO^m.
From Eq. (24) we see that < xt > is positive for Ü <<><».

4 Ehrenfest's theorems
In this section Ehrenfest's theorems and their relationship to the Aharonov-Bohm effect
are discussed.

4.1 Kinematical equation
The time rate of change of Eq. (23) gives the kinematical Ehrenfest theorem,

The kinetic momentum operator *c is defined as

**=P<-qAx(*c,te), (27)

where the canonical momentum operator is pe = ~ihd/dxc. The expectation value of xt

in Eq. (26) with respect to the wave function V in Eq. (14) is

< rc > = < *'|*c|*' > / < •'!•' > . (28)
The right-hand side of Eq. (26) is the expected velocity in the indirection.

The normalization integral < *'|*' > is a cuiistant in time because • ' = *i/'{iejc)
satisfies the time-dependent SchniediiiK«'r rtjuation

WxMVi'M = ihW[xMldts. (29)

The Hamiltonian is
H[it,tc) = *l/2m, (30)

because there is no potential energy at the observation screen at xt,yt at time te.
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4.2 Dynamical equation
The dynamical Ehrenfest theorem is obtained by taking the time derivative of Eq. (2S),

= Ot (31)

which shows that the expected force on the electron is zero, in agreement with Eq. (30).
Integration of Eq. (31) shows that < *c > is a constant, and consequently the expected

velocity in Eq. (26) is a constant. If we integrate Eq. (26) from f* to fe, we obtain

< xe > = < *.. > ilc - t»)/m. (32)

since no force acts on tbe electron during its propagation from m,xt at time t* to its final
position at jt,xc at time tt. Therefore a nonzero expected displacement < xc > implies a
nonzero expected kinetic momentum < wt > in the x(-direction. For Eq. (32) to be valid
it is necessary thai | < xe > | > d = 2x», the distance between the slits, and thai I > d.

4.3 Discussion
Since no Lorentz force acts on the electron, it seems intuitively obvious that the expected
kinetic momentum < »t > and displacement < xc > are both zero for all values of the
magnetic flux, as claimed in [3] [4] (5). Bocchieri and Loinger [9] have gone so far as to
say that tbe asymmetry of the AB diffraction pattern is an artifact of the mathematics,
because it violates their physical intuition.

If we consider diffraction in the absence of magnetic flux, the symmetry of the situation
implies that < xe > and < xc > are both zero. Nevertheless, each electron which passes
through the slits will be scattered to the right or to the left. Tbe force which causes this
scattering is dueto the edges of the slits, since the slits can be described by an infinitely high
potential everywhere, except at |J» ± JU | < b where the potential is zero. In each scattering
event the linear momentum must be conserved. If aii electron is scattered to the right, for
example, the screen with the slit» must recoil i«> the left to conserve momentum. Since
the screen with the slits is extremely massive it n-coils without essentially changing its
position. The electron diffraction pattern is symmetric, so as many electrons are scattered
to the right as to the left, and the expected displacement < xc > and momentum < *c >
of the electron are zero. Therefore, the expected recoil momentum — < r( > is also zero.

In the prtitnet of magnetic flux in an inaccessible region between the two slits, the
symmetry of the situation is destroyed, since the magnetic flux can be positive or negative.
The diffraction pattern in general becomes asynurstric due to the Aharonov-Bohm effect,
so more electrons are scattered to tbe right, say, than to the left. As this paper shows,
the expectation values of < xc > and < irt > are nonzero. For each electron scattered
to the right or to the left by the edges of tbe slits, linear momentum is conserved by
the recoil of the screen with the slits to the left or to the right, respectively. Since tbe
experimental arrangement is no longer symmetrical because of the magnetic flux, the
nonzero average kinetic momentum < *c > of the electron implies that the screen with
tbe slits recoils by - < tre > to conserve momentum. Thus the nonzero values of < xt >
and < *c > are completely compatible with momentum conservation and no Lorentz force.



The Aharonov-Bohm effect is a global (ui nonlocal) effect, in the sense that the diffraction
pattern is asymmetric even though the magnetic flux is in an inaccessible region.

4.4 Critique of previous work
Since the conservation laws are explicitly given in terms of the density of observables
like displacement, velocity, energy, electric field, and magnetic field, Olariu and Popescu
[5] conclude that there can be no effect of the flux on these quantities. This conclusion
overlooks the fact that the wave function ¥' in Eq. (14) depends on the enclosed magnetic
flux, so therefore the density of an observable A, which is RtVAVf < *'|*' >, can also
depend on the enclosed flux. The wave function $' satisfies the Schroedinger equation,
in which the Hamiltonian depends on the flux through the dependence of the kinetic
momentum.

An oversimplified argument is given by Olariu and Popescu [5] for why the expected
displacement < xc > must be zero. Their argument is similar to one due to Aharonov,
tt al, [4]. In our notation their argument is the following. If $±(xt,tt) is the wave function
defined between ±x0 - b and ±x0 + b, then it is clear that *;(x t , tfc)*_(x6, r6) s= 0, so that
the integrals

/ + " dxb *;(xt,rfr)x**_(xt,tk) = 0 (33)

and
l*~ = 0. (34)

In order to obtain $±(ze, fe), the correspond:ng wave function on the observation screen,
it is necessary to use Eq. (1), in which the electron is propagated forward both in space
and time, Olariu and Popescu [5] only consider $±(?b,ic), the wave function at the slits
at the later time te. In that case Eqs. (33) and (34) are still satisfied for rc. They use
the principle of superposition to give the total wave function on the screen with the slits,
which is

*(xfr,ie)= «Mx^fje1** + *_(x6,rc)e*- (35)

where </>+ and 4>. are the phases due to the vector potential. Then they show that
< 4*|zi(|4' > at time tc does not depend on the flux, because the interference term vanishes.

The correct procedure requires the use of the Feytunan path integral in Eq. (1) in
which the wave function is propagated forward in both space and time. According to Eqs.
(24) and (32) we then have nonzero values of < xc > and < Jrf > at the observation screen.

5 Conclusion
The presence of magnetic flux in an inaccessible region between the two slits gives in
general an asymmetric electron diffraction pattern, which has a nonzero expectation value
for the displacement < xe> and kinetic momentum <irc>. Others [3] [4] [5] have agreed
that the diffraction pattern is asymmetric, but have argued that for the diffraction pattern
< ne >, and consequently < xe >, must be zero from the conservation of momentum.
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The nonzero values of < arf > and < tt > do not violate any conservation laws. The
geometry of the experiment is asymmetric because the magnetic flux can be either positive
or negative. There is no Lorentz force, but a force acts on the electron when it goes through
the two slits in the screen at yt. At the edges of the slits there is an infinite discontinuity
in the potential, and hence a force acts on the electron. The screen recoils every time an
electron goes through it in order to conserve momentum for each electron. Because the
screen is extremely massive, it recoils without essentially changing its position. The total
energy of the electron is also conserved. The increase in the energy corresponding to the
motion in the indirection is just compensated by a decrease in the energy corresponding
to the motion in the j/-direction.

In this paper it is shown that a nonzero expected displacement < xt > and kinetic
momentum <ve> are obtained with rectangular slits, just as they were for Gaussian slits
[6]. The nonzero values are not due to any approximations within the model considered
and are consistent with the conservation laws, which also hold in quantum theory.

The nonzero values of < i £ > and < *e > obtained here are counterintuitive, since
some workers who accept the asymmetric AB diffraction pattern have maintained (without
adequate substantiation) that the" are zero [3], [4], [5]. The AB effect, and hence quantum
mechanics, is even stranger than many have realized.
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